
Abstract Behavior is controlled by neural activity in the
brain. The final outcome of this neural control may criti-
cally depend on the firing reliability of individual neu-
rons. A nearly constant, proportional relationship is usu-
ally found between the response mean and response vari-
ance. Here we asked whether lateral interactions within
striate cortex that modulate response magnitude also pro-
portionately modify the response variance of cortical
neurons. In many cases, response variability depended
on stimulus organization: discrete flankers colinearly
placed well outside the neuron’s receptive field increased
response magnitude without a proportional increase in
variance, thus improving the neuron’s response reliabili-
ty. Since colinear flanker facilitation is often seen near
the neuron’s firing threshold, increased response reliabil-
ity for weak stimuli may contribute to enhancing percep-
tual saliency.
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Introduction

Responses of visuocortical neurons to repeated presenta-
tions of the same stimulus are highly variable (Henry et
al. 1973; Tomko and Crapper 1974; Rose 1979; Dean
1981; Albrecht and Hamilton 1982; Tolhurst et al. 1983;
Skottun et al. 1987; Geisler and Albrecht 1995; Stevens
and Zador 1998). Firing variability may impose a funda-
mental limit on the reliable detection and discrimination
of visual signals by individual cortical neurons (Tolhurst

et al. 1983; Skottun et al. 1987; Britten et al. 1992;
Geisler and Albrecht 1995, 1997; Buracas et al. 1998;
Shadlen and Newsome 1998; for review, see also Reike
et al. 1997), and just how neuronal variability relates to
the animal’s behavior continues to be a topic of great in-
terest. Neuronal variability shows a stereotypic, propor-
tional relationship to mean firing rate in the retina
(Croner et al. 1993) and neocortices, including the 
primary visual area (Dean 1981; Bradley et al. 1987;
Skottun et al. 1987; Vogels and Orban 1991; Geisler and
Albrecht 1995, 1997) and the midtemporal area (Tolhurst
et al. 1983; Softky and Koch 1993; Buracas et al. 1998;
Shadlen and Newsome 1998).

A central question is whether the constant proportion-
ality between response mean and variance is an intrinsic
property of individual neurons, or whether it is a net-
work property. There are two opposing views on this
matter. For example, Geisler and Albrecht (1995) ob-
served that variance was proportional to mean response
independent of the characteristics of stimuli used. They
then argued that this was due to the presence of “multi-
plicative noise” internal to the postsynaptic neurons,
which was larger than the noise in the synaptic input. By
contrast, others propose a larger role for dynamics of
cortical networks as sources of response variance (Arieli
et al. 1996; Shadlen and Newsome 1994, 1998; Stevens
and Zador 1998), since the spike-generation mechanism
itself is precise (Mainen and Sejnowski 1995; Carandini
et al. 1996; Nowak et al. 1997; Azouz and Gray 1999).
For example, Shadlen and Newsome (1994, 1998) sug-
gest that proportionality between response mean and
variance results from a balance of excitation and inhibi-
tion in integrate-and-fire neurons that have intermediate
time constants of decay. Stevens and Zador (1998) have
shown that input synchrony contributes to the irregular
firing pattern of cortical neurons. Azouz and Gray
(1999) have studied extensively in vivo dynamics of
membrane potentials and spiking by intracellular record-
ing from cat striate cortex. They have explored, with em-
phasis on extrinsic properties, four possible mechanisms
as sources of variance in spike-discharge patterns, in-
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cluding variation in membrane potentials due to synaptic
input, active voltage-gated conductances, high-frequency
fluctuations of membrane potentials, and variation in
spiking threshold. All these findings imply that response
variability of cortical neurons is determined primarily by
their network rather than intrinsic properties.

Recent reports from this laboratory (Mizobe et al.
1996; Polat et al. 1998) have described response modula-
tions in a population of visuocortical neurons driven by
stimulus patterns that include features appearing well be-
yond the extent of the so-called classic receptive field
(CRF). Specifically, flanking Gabor-patch stimuli orient-
ed along the neuron’s preferred axis of orientation often
facilitate the response to a Gabor patch presented in the
center of the CRF, particularly when the central Gabor
stimulus has low contrast. This stimulus organization is
similar to that used in human psychophysical studies in
which a decrease in the detection threshold of a target
Gabor was found with colinear, flanking Gabor patches
(Polat and Sagi 1993, 1994). Therefore, the contextual
modulation of response magnitude at the neuronal level
may contribute to the enhancement of perceptual group-
ing in spatial vision. However, if response variance al-
ways increases in direct proportion to the strength of re-
sponse, as implied earlier, the benefit of colinear facilita-
tion may not have an augmenting consequence in behav-
ior.

To further resolve this issue, we studied whether pro-
portionality exists between response mean and variance
during response modulation by stimuli outside the CRF.
If response variability were solely determined by some
intrinsic mechanism irrespective of stimulus context,
then facilitation or suppression by flanking stimuli
should have generated no changes in the ratio of mean to
variance. In fact, we observed considerable heterogene-
ity of this ratio that correlated with the presence or ab-
sence of response modulation. Notably, response facilita-
tion was not accompanied by a proportional increase in
variance. This suggests that single-cell response variabil-
ity in striate cortex depends in part on extrinsic neural
mechanisms underlying spatial interactions.

Materials and methods

Physiological recording

Eight adult cats were prepared for terminal physiological record-
ing of single-unit discharges from striate cortex, using our stan-
dard methods (Kitano et al. 1994; Kasamatsu et al. 1998). Experi-
mental procedures were all in accordance with NIH guidelines for
the care and treatment of laboratory animals. The present protocol
is approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
at the CPMC campus. Throughout recordings the cat was anesthe-
tized with a gas mixture of N2O to O2 to CO2 of 75:22.5:2.5, sup-
plemented by continuous i.v. infusion of ~2 mg pentobarbital/kg
per hour, and paralyzed with continuous i.v. infusion of 10 mg gal-
lamine triethiodide/kg per hour. All recorded CRFs were located
within 10° from the projection site of the area centralis. Tungsten-
in-glass microelectrodes (Levick 1972) were inserted in the medi-
al bank of striate cortex and they went through the six cortical lay-
ers. The CRF of visually responsive neurons was characterized

first using conventional methods (Barlow et al. 1967). Each neu-
ron was classified as simple or complex according to the original
criteria of Hubel and Wiesel (1962).

Stimulus patterns and their presentation

The CRF was first manually plotted using either a single-, mov-
ing-, or flashing-light slit, single or in combination. Next, the size,
spatial frequency, phase, and orientation of gaussian-weighted si-
nusoids (Gabor patches, mean luminance of 40 cd/m2) were opti-
mally fitted to the CRF. The contrast of Gabor patches was period-
ically reversed at a rate optimal to activate the CRF of single stri-
ate cells (1.2–6.6 Hz).

Figure 1 shows the spatial configuration of the three stimulus
patterns we used. First, contrast response functions were obtained
with contrast reversal of an optimal Gabor patch centered on the
CRF (target alone, Fig. 1A). Second, responses were measured
with a triplet of Gabor patches: a target Gabor centered on the
CRF and two colinear flankers located sufficiently far from the
CRF (target plus flankers; Fig. 1B). Target contrast was varied be-
tween 0.5 and 80% and that of two flankers was constant at either
50% or 80%. The spatial extent of each Gabor patch was limited
to 2 times the standard deviation of its envelope. To avoid eliciting
responses when flankers alone were presented, the center-to-center
separation between the target and flankers was set at 3 or more
times the wavelength of the Gabor patch carrier (2–15°). If any re-
sponse was obtained with flankers alone, the separation was in-
creased until the flankers alone produced no measurable response.
Finally, control responses were also recorded with a pair of flanker
Gabor patches alone (Fig. 1C). Each stimulus condition was pre-
sented in random order under computer control. The spatial phase
was always the same (in-phase) between the target and flankers.
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Fig. 1A–C Three stimulus patterns used in the present study.
A Target alone: a single Gabor patch (gaussian-weighted sinusoid)
is placed on the classical receptive field (CRF) of a single striate
neuron and matched to the neuron’s preferred spatial and temporal
frequency, and orientation. Luminance contrasts of the target were
a parameter of variation and while flanker contrast was held con-
stant at 50% or 80%. B Target plus flankers: in addition to a target
Gabor on the CRF, a pair of high-contrast flankers otherwise hav-
ing the same properties as the target were concurrently presented
well-outside the CRF boundary. C Flankers alone



Data analysis

Spike counts were obtained in synchrony with contrast reversal
and accumulated into peristimulus time histograms. In parallel,
spectrum analysis was carried out on the continuous output of a
spike integrator using an adaptive filter (Tang and Norcia 1995).
Using a recursive, least-squares algorithm, the adaptive filter de-
termined the complex-valued, sinusoidal response components at
the first (F1) and second (F2) harmonics of the neuronal dis-
charge. Estimates of background noise in the F1 and F2 spectral
band were calculated by averaging the magnitudes of two frequen-
cy components immediately above and below F1 and F2 (Norcia
et al. 1985). The duration of recording period was 10 s/trial, irre-
spective of temporal frequencies of contrast reversal used for a
given cell. For each stimulus condition, the response components
from five to ten trials were pooled to compute a complex-valued
condition average. Response means, as reported in this paper,
were the amplitude of this condition average. Response variance
was calculated as the mean squared deviation of the real and imag-
inary parts of the response components contributing to the condi-
tion average. F1 amplitudes were used for further analysis of the
response means and variance of simple cells, and the F2 ampli-
tudes were used for complex cells. For unclassified cells, the dom-
inant harmonic of the two was used. Higher harmonic content was
also present, but the F1 and F2 components were always domi-
nant. Estimates of standard errors of means and significance tests
(P<0.05) for stimulus-related activation were calculated using the
T2

circ statistic (Victor and Mast 1991).

Contrast-threshold estimation

The contrast threshold was extracted from the contrast-response
function in two steps. An initial estimate was obtained by the
sweep method (Norcia et al. 1985), in which contrast was incre-
mented in ten equally spaced logarithmic values from low to high
during a stimulation period of 10 s. The slope of the monotonical-
ly increasing portion of the contrast-response curve was linearly
extrapolated to zero amplitude. Then, stimulating at four to six
fixed contrast values around the initial estimate, we obtained an-
other contrast-response curve which covered a narrower range of
contrasts than that obtained initially. Finally, threshold was deter-
mined by executing the same linear extrapolation on the second
curve. The estimated threshold always falls to the left of the point
at which the response rises above noise. Data with non-significant
T2

circ values were excluded from the threshold estimate and also
all subsequent analyses.

Results

Facilitation and suppression 
of contrast-response function

Contrast-response functions obtained from Gabor-patch
stimulation resemble those previously reported for drift-
ing-grating stimuli (Albrecht and Hamilton 1982): re-
sponses increase monotonically at low suprathreshold
contrasts, and then saturate at high contrasts (Fig. 2).
Previous single-unit studies in cat striate cortex have
shown that responses to stimuli inside the CRF can be
modified by concurrent presentation of a similar stimu-
lus pattern outside the CRF (Li and Li 1994; Kapadia et
al. 1995; Sillito et al. 1995; Mizobe et al. 1996; Toth 
et al. 1996; Levitt and Lund 1997; Polat et al. 1998;
Sengpiel et al. 1998; Somers et al. 1998). More specifi-
cally, we have shown that facilitation occurs when a
near-threshold stimulus inside the CRF is flanked by a

pair of high-contrast, colinear Gabors outside the CRF
(Mizobe et al. 1996; Polat et al. 1998). This feature is re-
captured here in Fig. 2A, B (filled circles).

The neuron shown in Fig. 2 vigorously responded to
stimuli at an intermediate contrast as indicated by the
peristimulus-time histogram in Fig. 2A, inset. The re-
sponses at 4% and 8% contrast were about 2 times larger
with the colinear flankers than when they were absent.
Responses at high target contrast were suppressed by the
colinear flankers (Polat et al. 1998; Somers et al. 1998).
The relatively high activity level with flankers alone was
due to the fact that this complex cell from the infragran-
ular layer had a relatively high spontaneous activity. Us-
ing the second harmonic component (Fig. 2B) in place of
the spike rate (Fig. 2A) to measure response magnitude,
a similar modulation pattern of the contrast response
function was obtained.

Figure 2C plots, for the same neuron, the ratio of re-
sponse variance to mean spike rate from the target-alone
condition and from the target-plus-flankers condition. If
response variance is a fixed proportion of the mean, irre-
spective of changes in response magnitude, these two
curves should be superimposable upon each other by a
vertical translation. The different shape of two curves,
especially at intermediate contrasts, suggests that the
variance does not always track mean firing rate in a pro-
portional fashion. Essentially the same dissociation was
seen when the second harmonic was used to measure the
response mean and its variance (Fig. 2D).

Magnitude of flankers modulation is maximal near 
the neuron’s contrast threshold

To measure the magnitude of near-threshold facilitation
(Polat et al. 1998), we pooled the contrast-response func-
tions for our population of 44 neurons (Fig. 3). Here, 17
simple, 19 complex, and 8 unclassified or unknown
cells, were pooled together, since no difference was not-
ed for the pattern of response modulation (Polat et al.
1998). To adjust for differences in sensitivity and re-
sponse range among different cells, we applied two stan-
dardizing transformations to the data before pooling.
First, to adjust for differences in contrast sensitivity
across neurons, the physical contrast levels presented to
a given neuron were divided by that neuron’s contrast
threshold. The contrast threshold was determined by fit-
ting a regression line to the increasing segment of the
logarithmic contrast-response function for the target-
alone condition (Polat et al. 1998; see also Materials and
methods). This threshold-transformed contrast scale will
be referred to as “standardized contrast.” In 6 of the 44
cells, we did not obtain threshold estimates.

Next, standardization of the response range across the
neurons was achieved by calculating a response modula-
tion ratio. For each target contrast presented to a given
neuron, we divided the response to the target-plus-flank-
ers condition by the response to the target alone at the
same contrast. Explicit response standardization was ob-
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viated by this procedure, since any standardizing quanti-
ty would simply factor out of the modulation ratio.

Thus, we generated 38 sets of transformed contrast
response data, each depicting response modulation ratios
as a function of standardized contrast. A total of 186 data
points were pooled and gathered along the standardized
contrast axis into 7 bins of 29 data points each, except
for the 1st bin, which was less than 1 (N=12, subthresh-
old). Since our contrast levels followed a logarithmic se-
quence, we fortuitously obtained a high concentration of
data points at low contrast levels near thresholds of
8–11%. This analysis, shown in Figure 3, indicates that
the magnitude of response facilitation can be substantial
(as large as 0.17 log units or a factor of 1.5) and that re-
sponse facilitation is concentrated near the neuron’s fir-
ing threshold (i.e., standardized contrast of 1). At higher
standardized contrasts, the effect of flankers becomes
suppressive, with a maximal value of –0.06 log units.
Flanker modulation thus can swing mean responsiveness
over a range of 0.23 log units (a factor of 1.7).

Proportionality between mean and variance

We next turn to the main question of whether changes in
the mean response level brought about by the flanking
stimuli were accompanied by proportional changes in re-
sponse variability. If this is the case, then flanker modu-
lation should have the same effect as changing, for in-
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Fig. 2A–D The comparison of contrast-response functions be-
tween target-alone and target-plus-flankers conditions. A This
complex cell (s738, u22), stimulated with contrast reversal at
4.1 Hz and recorded 990 µm from the cortical surface, had a recep-
tive field of a moderate size (3.2×2.4°). Being measured by spike
rates (in hertz, per 10-s trial), the neuron showed a monotonic in-
crease in the response strength in increasing target contrasts until
reaching a peak at 16% followed by a small decrease (open cir-
cles). A vertical bar at each data point is one SEM (n=7 trials). The
shape of contrast-response function changed when the neuron was
stimulated with target-plus-colinear flankers (filled circles). The re-
sponse strength was enhanced at low contrasts and suppressed at
high contrasts of the target. The separation between the center of
the target Gabor and that of flankers was 6° or 4.8 λ (wavelength,
the reciprocal of spatial frequency of the Gabor carrier). The shad-
ed, horizontal bar indicates the background activity with flankers
alone, which was relatively high due to the high spontaneous activ-
ity. The lower-than-background activity obtained by stimulation
with the target alone at 4% contrast (which is near the threshold)
cannot be an indication of inhibition. It may be interpreted as due
to time-dependent variability of spiking over 10 s of recording
time. The inset is a peristimulus time histogram obtained at 8%
contrast. Filled columns, target-plus-flankers; and open columns,
target alone. Bin width, 15 ms. B Using the second harmonic com-
ponent (F2) of the response (in hertz) instead of spike rate, the con-
trast-response function is shown for the same complex cell. The
neuron’s contrast threshold was at ~6.0%, when tested with target
alone (open circles) on the CRF. Essentially the same trend as that
shown in A is seen here. C Based on the data shown in A, the re-
sponse variance-to-mean ratios are plotted against the target con-
trasts for target-alone condition (open squares) and for target-plus-
flankers condition (filled squares). The ratios vary widely depend-
ing on contrast. Note that the two curves are not superimposable by
vertical translation. D Variance-to-mean ratios for the two stimulus
conditions, based on the second harmonic data shown in B. The
two curves are again not superimposable



stance, the contrast of the target (Dean 1981; Tolhurst et
al. 1983; Geisler and Albrecht 1995) and therefore, it
would not be possible, in principle, to determine from
the neuron’s mean firing rate and its variability whether
a change in response was due to target-contrast variation
or to the presence of flankers. A similar ambiguity be-
tween contrast and orientation has been shown in the rate
code of simple cells (Bonds 1993). Our preliminary find-
ing, however, have shown that both properties were dif-
ferentially coded in striate cells (Polat et al. 1999).

A proportional relationship between the response
mean and its variance is customarily expressed by the
following equation:

Variance = K × (mean)b

where K (coefficient) is the y-axis intercept and b (expo-
nent) is the slope when plotted in the log-log coordi-
nates. Usually, b is slightly larger than 1.0, implying that
spike responses are not precisely Poisson-distributed.
Using the target-alone data derived from the present pop-
ulation of 44 neurons, 38 of which appear in Fig. 3, we
first examined response variance as a function of mean
response (Fig. 4A). In this scatter diagram, b is
1.34±0.08; as expected, slightly larger than 1.0. Thus,
the general properties of the population of visuocortical
neurons in the present study are comparable with those
reported by earlier investigators.

More importantly for the present study, b remained
close to unity (1.35±0.08) for the aggregate sample of
target-plus-flankers data from the same 44 neurons 
also (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, the coefficient K (vari-
ance/meanb) was also comparable between target-alone
(1.26±1.07) and target-plus-flankers conditions (1.08±
1.07). In short, when analyzed as a single population,
simply adding flanking stimuli did not significantly alter
the relationship between response mean and variance.
This is not surprising, given that the incidence of flanker
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Fig. 3 The population behavior of the magnitude of changes in
the response strength induced by the presence of colinear flankers.
Changes are quantitatively assessed by plotting the log of the av-
erage modulation ratio (mean response with target plus flankers
divided by mean response with target alone) against standardized
contrast (see text) expressed in multiples of contrast threshold of
each of 38 cells (186 data points) studied here. Six of the forty-
four cells in which threshold estimates were not obtained were ex-
cluded. The assignment of each data point to bins along the x-axis
was done as follows: all data points below standard contrast, 1
(i.e., subthreshold), were gathered into a single bin (N=12 points).
The remaing 174 data points were assinged to 6 bins of 29 points
each, in order of increasing standard contrast

Fig. 4A, B The proportionality between response mean (abscis-
sae) and variance (ordinates) for a population of 44 neurons.
A Data obtained with stimulation of target alone is plotted on a
double logarithmic scale. The intercept of the power law regres-
sion is near unity with exponent of 1.34. B Another set of data ob-
tained for the same 44 cells with stimulation of target plus flank-
ers. The slope remains almost the same (exponent of 1.35). Note
that the two distributions were almost superimposable, having
comparable values for y-axis cutoff and correlation coefficient, R2



modulation is itself highly variable. However, the vari-
ance of responses unaffected by flanking stimuli may
have concealed a bias in the variance of responses that
were modulated by flanking stimuli.

Response reliability depends on type 
of flanker modulation

In our previous study (Mizobe et al. 1996; Polat et al.
1998), effects of flanker modulation on the response
magnitude were described in three categories: facilita-
tion, suppression, and no effect. These categories were
assigned by comparing the mean responses in the pres-
ence and absence of flanking Gabors: if the difference in
mean response was greater than the sum of the standard
errors of the two means, then the data point was assigned
to the facilitation or suppression categories, depending
on the sign of the difference between the means. For the
present study, however, this procedure was contraindi-
cated. The use of standard errors (which are dependent
on variance) as a criterion to designate modulation cate-
gories would bias the facilitation and suppression cate-
gories in favor of data points with low variance.

To avoid this sampling bias, the three modulation
groups were distinguished from each other as follows:
the modulation ratio of the response strength [i.e.,
(mean)target + flankers to (mean)target alone] was distributed
nearly exponentially and was thus nearly normal on a
logarithmic scale (Fig. 5, inset). In this normalized distri-
bution, the 26 data points lying more than one standard
deviation (SD) above the mean modulation ratio were
classified as facilitative, the 24 points lying more than
one SD below the mean were classified as suppressive,
and the remaining 163 points were classified as having
no effect. These cutoff points occurred at log modulation
ratios of 0.29 for facilitation and –0.23 for suppression,
corresponding to minimum modulatory effects of a fac-
tor of 1.95 and 1.7, respectively. This criterion of one SD
generated an incidence of modulation roughly consistent
with our previous observations, while still preserving the
a priori independence between response category and
variance.

Response variability across neurons was estimated by
the response variance divided by the response mean, that
is, the normalized variance (Vogels and Orban 1991; Sha-
dlen and Newsome 1998). To conceptually link single-cell
firing behavior with perceptual performance of the animal
(though the latter was not directly studied here), we used
the reciprocal of normalized variance as an index of the
response “reliability.” To examine the impact of colinear
flanker modulation on the reliability of the neuron’s out-
put, we compared the reliability in the flanked condition
[Rtarget + flanker = (mean/variance)target + flanker] to that mea-
sured in the target-alone condition [Rtarget alone = (mean/
variance)target alone]. We then used in Fig. 5 a difference of
the two reliabilities in a logarithmic scale [log (mean/
variance)target + flanker and log (mean/variance)target alone] to
obtain a measure of how much reliability changes with co-
linear flankers. If variance is always proportional to mean,
we expect the log mean difference to be zero, since an in-
crease in mean would be accompanied by a proportional
increase in variance.

Figure 5 plots the change in log reliability associated
with flanker modulation. Reliability was clearly depen-
dent on the state of flanker modulation – it increased by
~0.15 log units with colinear flankers in facilitation and
decreased by approximately the same amount when the
flankers exerted a suppressive influence. When the
flankers had no effect on the response mean, the change
in reliability was minimal, as expected. Thus, reliability
can fluctuate over a range of ~0.3 log units or a factor of
2, when the strength of neuronal response is modulated
by colinear flankers.

Finally, the data used in Fig. 5 were replotted in a
more familiar format of double logarithmic “variance-
vs-mean” scatter diagrams (Fig. 6). Standard errors on
the regression statistics were determined according to the
methods outlined by Draper and Smith (1981). The 26
data points from the facilitation group are shown in two
plots, one for the target-alone condition (Fig. 6A) and
the other for the target-plus-flankers condition (Fig. 6D).
The coefficient K in Fig. 6A (3.14±1.21) was markedly
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Fig. 5 The magnitude and sign of the reliability changes in spike
discharges depends on modulation category. Reliability was de-
fined as response mean divided by response variance (see text).
Change in reliability between the target-plus-flankers condition
and the target-alone condition are presented in log units. The three
response modulation groups (e.g., facilitation, suppression, and no
effect) were derived from a total of 213 data points, for which the
frequency distribution of log modulation ratio is shown inset.
When the modulation ratio was larger than mean plus one SD
(more than 0.29), the data were assigned to facilitation group
(n=26 cases). Data were assigned to the suppression group (n=24)
when their values were smaller than mean minus one SD (less
than –0.23)
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larger than in Fig. 6D (1.59±1.18), which was compara-
ble with the overall population average (Fig. 4B). Since
the slopes in Fig. 6A (1.40±0.29) and Fig. 6D (1.35±
0.28) are very similar, variances in Fig. 6D (plus flankers
in facilitation cases) tended to have smaller values than
in Fig. 6A (target alone) for the same mean values. Rela-
tively large coefficients in the facilitation group, 3.14 
for target-alone (Fig. 6A) and 1.59 for target-plus-flank-
ers (Fig. 6D), may be related to the fact that facilitation
is often seen at near-threshold responses and that vari-
ance-to-mean ratios tend to be large at low contrasts
(Fig. 2C, D).

For the 163 points belonging to the no effect group of
Fig. 5, we obtained similar scattergrams (Figs. 6B, E).
They differed very little from the corresponding popula-
tion scattergrams shown in Figs. 4A and B, respectively.
The last pair of scattergrams obtained for the 24 data
points in suppression showed the mirror image of what

was described for the 26 points in facilitation. The coef-
ficient K in the target-plus-flankers condition (2.12±
1.27; Fig. 6F) was twice as big as that in the target-alone
condition (1.12±1.15; Fig. 6C). Accordingly, at the same
mean values, variance in the former tended to be more
than variance in the latter. In short, the conclusion sum-
marized in Fig. 5, i.e., facilitation increases reliability
and suppression decreases it, is recaptured here as a
change in K rather than in b in variance-vs-mean scatter-
grams.

Discussion

We have observed that the firing variability of individual
cortical neurons is modifiable, at least in part, by inputs
arising from outside of the CRF. Colinear stimuli that in-
crease the mean firing rate near the neuron’s firing
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Fig. 6A–F The proportionality
between response mean (ab-
scissae) and variance (ordi-
nates) for the same population
of the 44 neurons appeared in
Figs. 4 and 5. The mean-vari-
ance relationship between tar-
get-alone and target-plus-flank-
ers differs among the three
modulation groups, which are
originally defined for the 
data shown in Fig. 5. A pair of
scatter diagrams are shown 
for each of the three modula-
tion categories: facilitation, 
no effect, and suppression.
A, D Facilitation; B, E no ef-
fect; C, F suppression. All oth-
er conventions are the same as
in Fig. 4. Note that for facilita-
tion the coefficient in D (1.59)
is half of that in A (3.14). For
suppression, the coefficient in
F (2.12) is 2 times more than
that observed in C (1.12).
Three outliers, two in A and
one in D, were removed



threshold do so without a corresponding proportional in-
crease in response variability, leading to an increase in
response reliability. When the colinear flankers suppress
the response to the target presented within the CRF, reli-
ability decreases. The fact that the relationship between
mean firing rate and variability can be modified by stim-
uli falling outside the CRF indicates that at least some of
response variability is not intrinsic to the individual cor-
tical neuron (e.g., a “noisy” spike generation mecha-
nism), but rather it is determined by local patterns of
converging inputs (e.g., network properties). In another
word, the present population analysis with three modula-
tion categories has revealed inhomogeneities in normal-
ized response variance that are not predicted by a
straight application of the Poisson model.

Relationship to previous results from visual cortex

Our study is not the first to show that response variabili-
ty is stimulus-dependent. For example, Heggelund and
Albus (1978) have reported that the ratio of response
standard deviation to mean rate in single striate cells is
minimal at their optimal orientation and increases pro-
gressively for nonoptimal orientations (but see Geisler
and Albrecht 1997 for a different result). de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al. (1997) have found that spike discharges
of H1 motion-sensitive neurons in the fly mushroom
body are more variable when exposed to constant-veloci-
ty stimuli than they are with more naturalistic, time-
varying stimuli (for the opposite view, see Warzecha and
Egelhaaf 1999).

Similarly, though the mechanisms may not be the
same, response variability in cortical slices based on
spike counts and spike interval distributions was signifi-
cantly less with time-varying current injections than with
constant ones (Mainen and Sejnowski 1995; Nowak et
al. 1997). In motion-sensitive neurons in the midtempo-
ral area of awake monkeys, spike firing variability mea-
sured in the Fano factor (i.e., ratio of the variance to the
mean of the spike counts for a fixed time window) was
smaller with time-varying stimuli than constant ones
over a wide range of time window (between ~100 and
1000 ms). Yet, insensitive to the stimulus conditions, 
the Fano factor remains near or slightly above unity
(Buračas et al. 1998).

With spatially extended stimuli, a given discharge rate
can come about under conditions in which there is no in-
teraction between the CRF center and its surround
(which may correspond to what we have referred to as
the “no effect” mode) or under conditions where the in-
teraction between center and surround is either facilita-
tive or suppressive. We have shown here, using small,
discrete patches, that the proportionality constant relat-
ing mean and variance differs under these three modes of
lateral interactions. However, when a single large stimu-
lus is used, it is impossible to determine which mode of
interaction is occurring, especially if one does not know
how far above firing threshold the neuron is operating.

It is clear that spatially extended stimuli invoke inter-
actions between the CRF and its surround. Surround
modulation noted in the previous physiological studies is
mostly suppressive and its strength depends critically on
a number of parameters, including the relative orienta-
tions between the CRF and its immediate surround, and
the absolute level of activity (Maffei and Fiorentini
1976; Nelson and Frost 1978, 1985; Li and Li 1994; 
Sillito et al. 1995; Levitt and Lund 1997; Sengpiel et al.
1998). Therefore, it is intriguing to determine whether
the response facilitation without accompanying in-
creased variability and the response suppression without
decreased variability reported here are unique to the
present stimulation scheme. Alternatively, the effects
may be more general, extending to any type of facilita-
tive and suppressive flanker modulation.

Mechanisms regulating response reliability

What mechanisms could modulate the reliability of neu-
ronal responses in striate cortex? Some hints may be de-
rived from early work in hippocampal slices. Otmakhov
et al. (1993) have examined the minimum input condi-
tions necessary to elicit postsynaptic action potentials in
CA1 neurons. They note that, in the absence of inhibi-
tion, as few as three large, excitatory quanta are suffi-
cient to generate an action potential. With inhibition ac-
tive, this number increases sharply to 15–30. Under their
recording conditions, the variability of response depends
primarily on factors affecting the probability of transmit-
ter release, but not on the variability of intrinsic mem-
brane properties of the postsynaptic neuron, consistent
with other, in vitro data (Mainen and Sejnowski 1995;
Nowak et al. 1997). Under different conditions or in oth-
er brain areas, Otmakhov et al. (1993) have noted that
factors such as time-varying firing thresholds or mem-
brane conductances could play a role in modifying re-
sponse variability, as could voltage-dependent dendritic
potentials. The view is indeed supported by a recent in-
tracellular study in striate cortex, in which the contribu-
tion of both extrinsic and intrinsic factors to response
variability was determined under high-input conditions
(Azouz and Gray 1999).

For these explanations to apply to our experimental
design, lateral inputs generated by stimulation of a dis-
tant site in the visual field would somehow have to
change the efficacy of transmitter release by thalamic af-
ferents, or reduce fluctuations in membrane potential. If
long-range afferents primarily target dendrites with ac-
tive conductances (Softky and Koch 1993; Kitano et al.
1994), thalamic afferents impinging on the nearby sites
could be selectively enhanced when the membrane po-
tential of the soma is sufficiently depolarized. Indeed, re-
cording intracellularly from layer II/III pyramidal cells
in visual cortex slice, Yoshimura et al. (2000) have
shown recently that unitary excitatory postsynaptic po-
tentials (EPSPs) evoked by the activation of horizontally
projecting axon collaterals of other pyramidal cells have
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smaller amplitude and larger coefficients of variation
than those evoked by the vertical input from layer IV
cells. Furthermore, although EPSPs evoked by concur-
rent activation of horizontal and vertical inputs summate
linearly at the resting membrane potential, the EPSPs are
supralinearly summated when the membrane potentials
are depolarized. It is thus critically important to know
whether the modulatory afferents originating from spa-
tially distant sites in vivo have, compared with direct
thalamic afferents, a fundamentally different relation to
spike-generation mechanisms at the somata.

Under conditions when many inputs are active, re-
sponse variability may be controlled by their properties
such as input redundancy and input correlation (Shadlen
and Newsome 1998) rather than factors mentioned
above. Response variability in the high-input regime is
well modeled in integrate-and-fire neurons by the combi-
nation of an intrinsic Poisson process with weakly corre-
lated inputs. Indeed, we find that response variability de-
pends on regimes that influence the likely number of ac-
tive inputs. That is, while facilitation most frequently oc-
curs near neuronal firing threshold (see Fig. 3), suppres-
sion prevails at higher contrasts where a large number of
both excitatory and inhibitory inputs are likely to be ac-
tive (Polat et al. 1998). These findings are consistent
with in vitro data in which both excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic potentials are induced by strong electrical stim-
ulation of a remote cortical site, though only excitation is
inducible with weak stimulation at the same site (Hirsch
and Gilbert 1991). Currently, however, it is not clear
how high-contrast stimulation used for flankers in the
present study corresponds to the high-input regime in the
Shadlen-Newsome model cortex.

Behavioral relevance

Colinear stimulus configurations of discrete Gabor
patches, such as those used in the present study, are per-
ceptually salient. In the previous psychophysical studies
on human subjects, the detectability of a small Gabor
patch at the fovea has been facilitated by a factor of 2 in
the presence of colinear lateral flankers (Polat and Sagi
1993, 1994). Non-colinear flankers produce little or no
facilitation. The improvement in visibility of colinear
configurations would be largely reduced or unexpected if
increases in response magnitude were always followed
by concurrent increases in response variance. However,
because of the reported dissociation of the usual propor-
tionate relationship between mean rate and variance in
striate cells, the discrimination of an important target
against noise may be maintained at a high level.

The present study was carried out on the steady-state
responses, recording every 1 s, averaged over a period of
10 s per contrast value. This means that the present anal-
ysis of variance changes might have missed dynamics
usually in action in psychophysical studies for a few
hundred milliseconds or less. Reliability of spike dis-
charges, both spontaneous and visually driven, is known

to vary as a function of the measurement duration (Teich
et al. 1997). Therefore, as previously done under differ-
ent stimulus conditions (Tomko and Crapper 1974; 
Tolhurst et al. 1983; Bradley et al. 1987), it would be in-
teresting to compare behavioral and physiological mea-
surements over the same range of time. At the moment,
we do not know whether the reported dissociation of the
proportionality between mean and variance remains visi-
ble on much shorter time scales than used in the present
study.
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